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descargar libro Storied Sips Erica Duecy , Take a trip in
a sip, a journey through time and place via the cocktail
glass.
Storied Sips explores the histories and recipes of 40 classic
cocktails. From light-bodied quenchers to rich, complex
warmers, Storied Sips reignites the social tradition of cocktail
hour and offers inspired drinks for any occasion and time of
year.
Optimized for your iPad, this special interactive version of
Storied Sips invites you to:
— Explore the history of cocktails across centuries and
continents with an interactive timeline that reveals the origins
of your favorite drinks.
— Discover cocktails made with your favorite liquors or try
new spirits using the Cocktail Spinner.
— Plan and shop with ease by selecting the cocktails you
want to make and emailing a shopping list to yourself without closing the eBook.
— Delve deeper into each cocktail with bonus audio commentary and alternate recipes.
Mixed media illustrations by award-winning Danish artist Poul Lange enhance the book’s iconic,
vintage appeal. Featuring classic bottle labels, postcards, and magazine images, the illustrations are
paired with delectable recipes and deeply researched backstories for a new look at the world’s most
iconic cocktails.
A cocktail without a backstory is nothing more than spirits and mixers. But spike that drink with an
anecdote about the people, places, and circumstances that influenced its creation, and imbibers are
instantly transported to a different time. Step into a British officer’s club in 1920s Burma, disembark
in colonial Bermuda, or join F. Scott Fitzgerald and Cole Porter at The Ritz Hotel in Paris. More than
a sum of its parts, Storied Sips is a book about living the good life, treating oneself to a dash of
civilized escapism at the end of a busy day.
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descargar libro Storied Sips Erica Duecy , Are you looking for storied sips PDF?. If you are
areader who likes to download storied sips Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle
or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity
of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just because people want choices, it is now
possible to get storied sips Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want downloaded to almost any kind of
device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading storied sips Pdf? You may think better
just to read storied sips Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The
answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there are definite
advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read storied sips electronically, as you are saving all
that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to buy
them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, storied sips Pdf in
electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download storied sips
Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download storied sips Pdf from our online library.
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